Mary Ann Wages, Gail Woodruff, and Larry Thomas. Gail will also be portrayed by the students of the Barter Theater in Abingdon, Virginia, working in summer stock. The play, which will be presented the nights of November 1st and 12th, is the dramatic group's first production of the season.

Leading characters in the play will be portrayed by those students who spent the summer working in summer stock. Makers of the scenes are Gail Woodruff, and Larry Thomas. Gail will also be portraying the production coordinator. Mary Ann worked at the Tennessee Shakespeare Festival in Virginia; Gail at the Pioneer Playhouse in Kentucky; and Larry at Chincoteague, Virginia, where he worked with the well known drama, "Unto This Last.'

The Chautaqua, a private honor for people suffering from normal and subnormal forms, forms the setting for the three act play. The plot concerns the lives of those people as they are now in contrast to the lives they once led. Mary Ann worked at the Missouri State Home for the Blind. Her mother, Gail Woodruff, and Larry Thomas, are also involved in the production of this unknown mother, portrayed by Mary Ann Wages.

By BETH INGRAM

Miss Irene E. Arnett, associate professor of Speech at L. C., speaks enthusiastically of the Curtain Raisers' forthcoming production, "The Curious Savage." The play, which will be presented is dramatic groups first production of the season.

Curtain Raisers Set Dates For Opening Production

By VIRGINIA HUFFMAN

The Kennedy-Johnson victory reflects a close attention to the teddy bear story. Admission charges are covered by the student activity fee, and student tickets are restricted to those who are able to be admitted at the door. Characters are as follows:

Mary Ann--Mary Ann Wages
Larry Thomas--Larry Thomas
Jeffrey--Jeffrey--Larry Thomas

Miss Strickland, whose home is the Circle K-Hilltop News mock election, was greeted by a large turnout did not vote for their votes. There were, on average, 154 votes for the Kennedy-Johnson platform which will, in the long run, prove to be the one "best for America." I believe in the individual's right to develop his talents and to achieve happiness with a minimum of interference or help from the governm. Kennedy opposed the 'Right to Work' laws.

I voted for Nixon because I believe in the individual's right to develop his talents and to achieve happiness with a minimum of interference or help from the government. I believe that Mr. Nixon, as representative of the Republican Party, will respect this right.

For Kennedy-Johnson:

The platform of each party will still mean more toward socialism, giving more and more power to the national government. Our democratic government has evolved a plan in this direction. In this case I am forced to consider par

Kennedy Wins Mock Election

By DOUG MOY
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lost art?

To whom it may concern: YOUR MANNERS ARE SHOWING.

A few cases in point:

(1) Breaking in line during the lunch hour has been widespread of late. On one recent occasion, for example, seven people openly moved from the back of the line to the front of the line in one breath.

Some persons have the mistaken idea that this is a matter of option ("I'm going to break in and take a break"), as if the privilege of breaking in line could be bought from the Student Council for the price of one demerit.

The temptation to sneak into the front of the lunch line is sometimes strong, but just remember that those you would be breaking up in front of are just as hungry as you are.

(2) Record/players and firecrackers are a nuisance in Turner Hall. Those who stomp around in rooms on the top floor are striking fear into the hearts of those who live below. The ceiling might fall in any time, it seems.

Everybody needs to let off steam, it is true, but common courtesy calls for doing it outside the dormitories. Almost everyone is busy studying this year. Anytime you make noise in such a selfish manner, you are sure to be disturbing someone.

(3) Last Tuesday, on a decision by administrative officials, enough copies of the weekly calendar were stenciled so that the student and faculty member might have a copy for his convenience. This entailed considerable added expense on the part of the college.

Soon after the calendars were gotten out of the post office, one of them plummeted onto airplanes, balls of paper, or small bits of trash. As a result, the general distribution of the calendar will be discontinued if this happens again. This is another case of the thoughtlessness of a few causing inconvenience to everyone.

Since this is a small campus, words get around. Don't let people have the opportunity of saying that your manners are showing.

cast your ballot

The signs of political enthusiasm shown on the campus of late attest to the fact that at least some of the students who populate the Hill are doing some serious thinking on a matter of rather grave concern to the fate of our nation.

Election fever first mounted three weeks ago when candidates of both parties met in Turner Hall, attracting quite a large number of students, most of whom were making wise use of the cuts allowed them. Since then, Kennedy-Johnson and Nixon-Lodge stickers have been in evidence around the campus. The SCA scheduled a debate on campaign issues. Television rooms were crowded for the exciting debates.

Yet another heartening sign was the good, though not exceptionally high, turnout for the Circle K. Hilltop News mock election in Macon last week. The number of votes cast totaled 232, which is not bad considering the rank indifference to issues often in evidence on this campus. Beyond this, the many reasons given on the ballot sheets showed an awareness of the campaign issues and of the crucial importance of this election.

One more thing should be said: if you are registered don't fail to vote on November 5. Your vote is one among many, but it counts.
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God on Campus

By ANDY OWEN

So often we hear that these are the most important days in our life. We are becoming aware that we will be: we are preparing ourselves for the future. This not only means our work, but every phase of our life. We are preparing ourselves to live, to be, full and satisfying; not this pseudo-satisfaction that is here to-day, gone to-morrow. Stale, flabby, without fulness and enjoyment. To any student who sets to himself his convenience. This entailed considerable added expense on the part of the college.

Soon after the calendars were gotten out of the post office, one of them plummeted onto airplanes, balls of paper, or small bits of trash. As a result, the general distribution of the calendar will be discontinued if this happens again. This is another case of the thoughtlessness of a few causing inconvenience to everyone.

Since this is a small campus, words get around. Don't let people have the opportunity of saying that your manners are showing.

chat on
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Slach ... Tear ... Sigh

By PHIL FLYNN

For the past two issues of the Hilltop News, I have written articles which rip into the faculty and administration of this school. For this type of editorial I have received praises from the students, which I appreciate very much, and occasional mumbles from the faculty and administration. To these particular people of the faculty I extend the old but very apropos statement—"if the shoe fits, wear it." Now it is very proper for you students to think that the next few lines of this editorial will be intended to slice the faculty and administration of this school with the same cutting remarks as were the past two. Yes, my dear fellow students, are sadly and ignorantly mistaken. You, each and every one of you, are the angels unaware. By the use of the word "unaware," I mean that you are ignorant to the way this school is run and should be run, and what is worse you don't care. The student government on this campus is, along with a few of the faculty members, a pet on the back. Those few of both groups that are trying to help the student body are going all out, no matter the point at hand. The student body here at LaGrange College is like trying to build a house out of green lumber. (Those of you who can't take the cold, hard truth may as well stop reading now.) The students on this campus who do the complaining about the way things are run are the very people who sit around all day and half of the night with the air of "who gave a continental daggone?" These people are willing to run their mouths, but they aren't willing to sacrifice a small bit of their time to help themselves. It is a certainty that you will always find this type of person, but it does seem a shame that LaGrange College got more than its share. The next time you start complaining about a situation that is curdling your hair on the inside of your head, stop and think about this—to have a right to complain, you must first have a solution. A solution you say? Yes. The energy which you use to run your mouths in the art of complaining can and should be put to use in trying to figure out the answers to the complaints. Think it over, o constant loudmouths, think it over.

SCA MEETING TIME CHANGED

The meeting times of several SCA activities have been changed since last year, and as there has been some confusion among L.C. students this year as to the various meetings, Mary George Dean, president of the SCA, announces the changes. There is no revamped this year, but the SCA has an Association meeting every Thursday night at 6:00 in the little chapel. These meetings begin with a short business session, then go into a worship service or program planned each time by the Worship Committee, with Sylvia Cowan as chairman. The committee is planning these programs around subjects which are of interest to L.C. students. The SCA Cabinet meets on the first and third Tuesdays of each month, and the SCA committees meet on the second Tuesday of each month.

Dean Maddox and Bobbie Jean Cobb are chairman of the World Relatedness committee, announce that their committee members are soon to begin selling donuts or sweet buns in the dormitories every Saturday morning. The proceeds of these sales will go to World University Service, an international organization which helps college students all over the world.
Sherrie Farrer Named Gamma Phi Sweetheart

Last Saturday night, October 29, Gamma Phi Alpha held its annual Sweetheart Ball at the Lagrange Elks Home.

The dance was highlighted by the crowning of the Gamma Phi Alpha sweetheart for the year 1960-61, Miss Sherrie Farrar.

Theme of the dance was the old South, and decorations included everything from soft music to white columns. Hunter Allen and his band provided the atmosphere by wearing the full length formal dress.

Sherrie is a junior art major in LaGrange, Georgia, and was elected sweetheart by the majority vote of the fraternity. She succeeds Miss Ann Gower as an outstanding woman, who is a student government member serving as home president of Hawkes dormitory in the Alpha Chapter of the Student Christian Association of LaGrange College. She is the Lambda Phi Alpha teacher and the Lagrange College Choralaires.

The lead out of the dance was highlighted by the introduction of the university officers and followed by a dance especially in honor of the new sweetheart.
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"FOR THE WOMAN WHO CARES"
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Website College Dictionaries Winner and Newton Art Supplies Theme Covers - Subject Dividers

"Visit Our Store and see our full line of school supplies and Hallmark Greeting Cards."

3 E. COURT SQUARE

College Students:...
Let Us Type Your Themes and Papers For You...
Encourage Writing Engagement Cards Informals, Calling Cards

The Letter Shop
110 Church St.
LAGRANGE, GA
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Panther Paws

By Jimmy Trice

If the spirit, enthusiasm, and good sportsmanship remain high all year long the intramural programs will truly turn out as one of the outstanding events of this school year.

With half of the football program still to be played along with basketball, softball, track, and swimming we will have a lot to look forward to. Of course, the big sports trophy is in the back of every fraternity member’s mind.

The present football standings: Jack up Blue this season: Gamma Phi Alpha 1 0 Pi Delta Kappa 1 0 Sigma Mu 3 0

Three games have ended in ties and two games have been rained out.

It is interesting to note that out of the seven games played only two of them have turned out as victories.

The teams have been evenly matched so far and some close and exciting games have gone into the record books.

Among theintramural basketball, Coach Joe Copeland the “Panthers” have some very good prospective team members for the up and coming 1960-61 season.

Practice is already underway better than a month before the season, open on December 2 against Piedmont in Demoit Georgia.

Coach Copeland stated that this year’s team will probably carry about eleven men. There is also the possibility of a “junior varsity” which would give depth and strength to this year’s team. It would also give us something to work on for the future.

Let’s really back the “Panthers” this year as we watch them all the way to the top.

Circle K Taps Four New Members

One freshman and three transfers were taken into the LaGrange College Chapter of Circuit K international during the change of officers last Thursday.

Jim Kidd’s freshman from H书中 ville was the only new student actually tapping for members in the honorary organization. Transfers George Under, Thompson. George Under, and Larry Daniels from Rehoboth and Bob Alston, Augusta College were brought into the local chapter on the basis of letters of recommendation from the chapter in which they formerly held membership.

The new members were tapped by the President. The International Relations Committee of LaGrange College has renewed its meetings after a year of inactivity.

Welcome, College Students

Make Our Store Your Downtown Headquarters Extra Special - 350 Sheet Note Book Paper - .88c $1.79 LaGrange Zipper Note Book Binder - .79c
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